
Audience Profile Sheet/ Lab Report: Experiment Proposal #1 
Reader's Name: Jane Doe  
 

Reader's Job Title: Accountant for a large company 
 

Kind of Reader: 
Primary_X__ Secondary___ Tertiary_____ 

 

 

Reader’s level of education:  
High School____ Associates____Undergraduate____ 
Graduate__X___ Doctorate_______ 

 

Reader’s level of professional experience: 
6 – 10 years 

 

 

Reader’s job role in the organization, and general 
job responsibilities: (Cannot be a Student) 
Gatekeeper_____ Staff___X___ 
Managerial________ Decision Maker_____ 
 
General Duties: 
Compiles and reviews account information concerning the companies’ capital, assets and liabilities. Documents financial 
transactions, looks for financial options if needed, verifies payment documents, etc. 
What are the things the Reader wants from your 
document? 

 

 
Jane is extremely busy and tight on time. However, she is open to a healthier lifestyle in terms of food. Jane would want 
to read informative data regarding cleanliness, healthiness and efficiency to preparing her foods. 
What are the things the Reader needs from your 
document? 

 

 
Jane would need to know the cost of an air fryer, its advantages/disadvantages and how length of time for prepping 
food. 
What are the expectations the Reader has for your 
document? 

 

 
Jane would expect the air fryer to fit her needs and that it accommodates her busy schedule. 
Reader’s attitude toward you:   
 
I believe Jane would not be so critical of me as I have purchased and air fryer and am also interested in the advantages 
of cleanliness and healthier option an air fryer can offer. 
Reader’s attitude toward the subject/topic?  
 
Jane is open to options and inquisitive about the options as she is excited to begin a new lifestyle in healthy eating. 
Reader’s approach to the reading of your document? Skim___ Study_X_ 
Forward to colleague(s) after screening your document_____ 
 
Reader’s English Reading Skill: Low-Beginner___Mid-Beginner___High-Beginner_____Low-Intermediate___ 
Mid-Intermediate____ High-Intermediate_X__Low-Advanced___ Mid-Advanced___ Highly Advanced____ 
Environment where your Reader will consume 
your content:  
Jane is likely to read the document on her phone 
or in a comfortable environment.  

 



 
Adapted from Markel (11th Ed.), p. 86 

 


